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Google Play Market toimii virallisena kauppapaikkana kolmannen osapuolen sovelluksille         

Android - käyttöjärjestelmän ekosysteemissä. Koko elinkaarensa aikana palvelu on         

perustunut saman malliseen toimitusprosessiin. Nykyään Play Store tarjoaa kehittäjille         

mahdollisuuden toimittaa sovelluksia käyttäen uutta “instant”-mallia. Uusi toimintamalli        

lupaa huomattavasti paranneltua käyttäjäkokemusta, vaatien kehittäjiltä minimaalisia       

muutoksia. Tässä työssä tutkitaan Google Play Instantin vaikutuksia kehitykseen         

teoreettisesta näkökulmasta, joka jälkeenpäin peilataan käytännön kokemukseen.       

Käytännön vaikutukset kerättiin Visma Consultingin julkaisemasta “Lappeenrannan       
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Bussit” sovelluksesta. Sovellus muutettiin käyttämään uutta “instant”-mallia osana tätä         

työtä. Todettiin, että palvelun lupaukset pitävät pääosin paikkansa, minkä lisäksi havaittiin           

implementaation suurimmat mukanaan tuodut riskit. 
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Google Play Market serves as the official marketplace for third-party applications within            

the Android ecosystem. Throughout the entirety of its lifetime, the service has relied on the               

same application delivery model. Nowadays the Play Store offers developers the ability to             

utilize a new, “instant”, delivery model. The new publication model promises great            

improvements in user experience, while requiring minimal changes from the developers.           

This study analyses the theoretical effects of Google Play Instant on application            

development, which are then reflected onto practical findings. Real-world findings were           

collected from the “Lappeenrannan Bussit” app published by Visma Consulting. The app            

was converted to an Instant app as part of this study. It was concluded that most of the                  

promises do hold up in practice, and several risks were identified as part of the               

implementation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Due to numerous technological advancements in recent years, such as Industry 4.0            

technologies improving capabilities of small scale electronics (Ghoreishi et al. 2020),           

personal computing devices have become exponentially more accessible to the general           

public, getting to a point where nowadays many people carry around smartphones which             

are able to perform a wide range of functions: from pinpointing their location via GPS               

(Lehtinen et al. 2007; Jahkola et al. 2017) to allowing users to participate in mobile               

educational activities (Hämäläinen et al. 2007) or simply contribute to society by taking             

part in local environmental monitoring activities (Palacin et al. 2019). The surge in digital              

accessibility has enabled and kickstarted a global digital transformation: the transformation           

and optimization of various (business) processes by applying digital technologies          

(Kortelainen et al., 2019). This can be easily seen even in personal everyday tasks of many                

people: old paper forms can now be filled out online, maps are no longer on paper but                 

instead exist as an app, and most personal communication channels are completely digital.             

The importance of digital content in people’s everyday lives leaves (mobile) content            

providers with an important question about (mobile) content delivery and how it should be              

done. 

 

1.1 App distribution background 

 

Shortly after the initial release of the Android OS in September 2008, Google LLC              

released a digital content distribution platform known as Android Market. At the time, both              

of these were a direct competitor to their relevant counterparts in Apple’s iPhone             

ecosystem, and saw widespread adoption in both consumers and phone manufacturers           

(Butler, 2011). This service was meant as the official way for users of Android phones to                

download and install new applications (apps) on their phone. Independent developers could            

publish their app in the Market, and owners of compatible devices could install apps from               
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the Market directly to their device (Android Developers Blog, 2008). Alongside the            

ecosystem’s rapid growth, the Play Store has seen use as a method of efficiently              

performing large scale user studies in academia (Ferreira et al., 2012). 

 

Despite Android, and subsequently Android Market being initially available on only a            

single device, recent statistics show that Android is currently (as of January 2020) the most               

popular mobile operating system, accounting for over 74% of the worldwide market            

(StatCounter Global Stats, 2020). Since then, the Android Market service has been            

rebranded as “Google Play” but has retained its core app distribution model. This             

“traditional” way of distributing mobile apps is also employed by the “App Store”, the              

official app distribution platform for Apple’s iPhone devices. 

 

 

Figure 1. Mobile OS global market share. (StatCounter Global Stats, 2020) 

 

 

The core principle behind the delivery of apps through Google Play has remained largely              

unchanged since the initial release of Android Market. Developers create builds of their             
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apps using the APK (Android application package) publication format, and upload them to             

the Google Play marketplace. Assuming that the app is published in the user’s country of               

residence, the user may install the app to their device directly from Google Play. This               

process involves a full download of the application archive (APK) which is then unpacked              

and installed on the device. Ultimately, this means that users must download and install the               

whole app even for a one-time use case, and the app will stay on the device unless                 

explicitly removed by the user. 

 

A new feature of Google Play, called “Google Play Instant”, aims to improve the way apps                

are delivered, in use cases where a permanent installation does not necessarily make sense.              

It utilizes “Android App Bundle” (AAB), a new publication format for Android apps, as a               

means for more efficient delivery of application data. Google Play Instant allows users to              

quickly launch and use apps without the need to undergo the complete installation process.              

This can potentially alleviate the inconveniences imposed by the traditional approach and            

open up opportunities for developers to provide a better end-user experience, potentially            

leading to increased user retention. This means that by lowering the initial barrier for entry,               

developers are able to increase the probability of users going out of their way to install the                 

full non-instant version of their app. (Android Developers, 2020) 

 

While having the potential to greatly improve user acquisition and satisfaction, Google            

Play Instant is also a likely source of increased development cost and deployment             

complexity. For example, application size limitations imposed by the service may serve as             

a constraining factor during development. In practice however, size limitations are           

constantly evolving and values mentioned at the time of writing may not be indicative of               

future situations. As a matter of fact, size limitations changed over the time of working on                

this thesis: maximum application size was raised from 10MB to 15MB in the time between               

the original implementation work and the writing of this report. 
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1.2 Goals and delimitations 

 
The primary goal of this thesis is to perform an overview on the current state of                

instantaneous app delivery technology, its constraints and the possibilities it offers. The            

main focus will be specifically on the Google Play Instant service and its position within               

the context of the whole Google Play ecosystem. This means that any other potentially              

existing instant delivery solutions will not be covered in detail (but may be mentioned). 

 

Through this thesis, the aim is to break down the primary characteristics of the Google               

Play Instant app delivery model and compare it to the traditional model employed by the               

Google Play platform. This overview will cover these approaches from both a top-level             

viewpoint as well as a more detailed technical view. 

 

This work will attempt to measure the value that a product creation company may gain by                

implementing Google’s Instant App technology in its commercial mobile apps. The           

evaluation will be based on the trade-off between the increased development cost of             

Google Play Instant implementations and the commercial gain which these          

implementations may provide. As a secondary goal, exploratory analysis is used to            

potentially discover other, previously unacknowledged, benefits and/or other effects of          

Google Play Instant. 

 

The service has also seen major use in the mobile gaming industry. This aspect will not be                 

analysed as part of this thesis. Similarly, due to Google Play Instant being exclusive to the                

Android ecosystem, other ecosystems (like Apple’s App Store) are outside the scope of             

this thesis. 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 
 

This thesis is structured in a way that provides the reader with a solid understanding of the                 

context surrounding Google Play Instant and the implications of this technology. This is             

achieved by firstly introducing the concepts of the traditional Google Play app delivery             
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model along with its technical characteristics, limitations and issues. In a similar fashion,             

Google Play Instant is introduced as an alternative solution for mobile application delivery.             

Both of these models are analysed from both a technical and an organisational point of               

view. 
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2 APPLICATION DISTRIBUTION 
 

This section will serve as an introduction to basic concepts and processes relevant to              

mobile app distribution. Along that, we also identify the key roles within the distribution              

process and describe their respective responsibilities and values in the context of the             

distribution chain. Afterwards, a comparison is made between a more traditional delivery            

process and the processes made possible through Google Play Instant. These approaches            

are then compared on a more detailed level, describing the effect that their differences have               

on the involved key parties identified earlier. 

 

2.1 App distribution model 

 
By definition, the process of software distribution/delivery must present a specific set of             

defining features. Firstly, the sole need for a delivery or distribution process implies the              

existence of at least two parties: the supplier(s) and the customer(s). Within the general              

context of mobile application distribution, the two interacting entities are generally           

represented in the form of developers and end users, with the app store acting as the                

channel through which software is delivered from the former to the latter. 

 

Based on such a definition it follows that it is possible to describe a distribution process on                 

the basis of how these parties interact with the delivery system in question, in other words,                

the external interfaces of the system. As part of this analysis performed in this thesis, the                

goal is not to focus on the internal workings of the distribution platform but instead               

concentrate on analysing the way these external interfaces affect the nature in which             

developers and users interact with the system.  

 

This section will describe and compare the two primary models of app distribution that are 

available in the Google Play store: regular distribution and “Instant” distribution. External 
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interfaces of these models are used as a basis for comparison, while the internal details are 

kept to a minimum. 

 

2.2 Google Play 

 
Google Play is an online distribution service developed and maintained by Google LLC.             

For mobile devices powered by Android, it acts as the official app store and is the channel                 

through which the majority of the platform’s apps are distributed. The Google Play             

distribution ecosystem also encompasses other types of content, not just apps but our focus              

is strictly on app delivery and other types of content are not accounted for. 

 

In its essence Google Play is a centralized marketplace through which app suppliers             

(developers) are able to deliver their apps to customers (end users). Through the service,              

users have access to a catalog of all available apps (excluding software with regional              

limitations) from which they may freely initiate the installation process for an app of their               

choice. It should be noted that both users and publishers are bound by Google Play’s terms                

of service: a potential limiting factor which is outside the scope of this thesis. Apps may be                 

published using two formats, Android Application Packages (APKs) and Android App           

Bundles (AABs). The publication workflow and user interaction flow for this type of             

application distribution are described in more detail below. (About Android App Bundles |             

Android Developers, 2020) 

 

2.2.1 Publication workflow 

 

For the development of Android apps, Google encourages developers to use their free             

Android Studio software (Android Developers, 2020). As Android Studio is the official            

IDE for all Android app development, it comes pre-packaged with all the primary tools              

required for Android development and is actively maintained. It should be noted that many              

features of Android Studio are simply graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for underlying            

programs included in the Android software development kit (SDK). This means that, while             
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not officially recommended, the majority of development tasks can be performed without            

the use of Android Studio. 

 

When working on “non-instant” applications, developers are free to use either publication            

format: APK or AAB, and Android Studio includes functionality to create builds in either              

format with minimal effort. In general AAB is considered to be a direct successor to the                

APK format, being more bandwidth-efficient and having a larger set of features. Despite             

this APKs are still used in use cases where the app is distributed directly, not through an                 

app store. 

 

2.2.2 User interaction 

 

From the user’s point of view, usage of a third-party app requires undergoing the manual               

installation process of downloading the app from the Google Play store. While the             

installation process may be considered fairly straightforward and quick by many users, to             

some users this extra step may be what ultimately defines their final decision to start using                

the app in question, especially in cases where the app does not play an essential role in the                  

daily life of the user. Google Play (and other app stores) has traditionally employed such               

an approach to application distribution. Within such a process, users must always commit             

to a full app installation, regardless of the time span for which they intend to use the app. 

 

2.2.3 Summary 

 

Traditional app delivery is sensible in cases where the user is contextually bound to the app                

in the long term, meaning that usage of the app relies on some internal state managed by                 

the user. For example, calendar- or todo- apps don’t make sense if they are offered as an                 

Instant App, as their use is heavily dependent on the user’s previous sessions. For such               

situations it is more logical to offer a traditional “full installation” approach to app delivery               

instead of offering users an “instant” experience. 
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On the other hand, many applications are more frequently used on a one-time basis, being               

deleted by the user shortly after. These are applications which lose their user value as soon                

as the user is no longer in a context where the app is of use to them. Examples of such apps                     

are things like one-time event apps which become practically useless after their associated             

event is over. In cases like this, the traditional app delivery process is very inefficient from                

the users’ point of view: requiring them to find and download the whole app only to use it                  

once and delete it shortly after. 

 

 

Table 1. Pros and cons of traditional app delivery model 

 

2.3 Google Play Instant 

 
Google Play Instant acts as an extension to the original Google Play ecosystem and its               

application distribution processes. It offers an alternative method of app delivery with the             

goal of improving user acquisition by streamlining the initial app setup process. 

 

2.3.1 Publication workflow 

 
From the point of view of an application development process, Instant Apps may be              

considered almost identical to regular, non-instant apps. This means that the same            
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Pros Cons 

Well established: 
- familiar to developers 
- plenty of resources online 

Requires too much user involvement: 
- especially in cases of “one-off” 

apps 

Sensible for persistent “long-term” apps Limited possibilities when it comes to 
real-world integration 

Can offer users a more contextually aware 
experience based on their previous usage 
of the app 

 



development practices can be applied: Google recommends developers use Android Studio           

but the tools included in the Android SDK may also be used independently.  

 

Unlike regular apps, instant apps require developers to use the Android App Bundle             

publication format when uploading their apps. Additionally, various application size          

limitations are imposed on instant apps based on their type (these limitations are explained              

more thoroughly in chapter 3). 

 
2.3.2 User interaction 

 

When describing the user interaction model for Instant Apps it is important to note that               

Instant App releases are not mutually exclusive with regular releases. As such, even if apps               

are published with an instant experience, users may always choose to opt out of it and                

download a full installation instead. 

 

Unlike regular apps which can only be launched manually by the user or via “intents” (an                

Android mechanism used for launching activities), Instant Apps can be launched using            

virtually any media which can be used to encode a URL (QR codes, NFC tags etc.). While                 

Instant Apps can still be launched directly from their Play Store page, it is the ability to                 

invoke an instant experience through a simple URL that significantly lowers the initial             

entry barrier for end users. Ultimately this adds the possibility for apps which are launched               

within the user’s current use context. As an example of this: QR codes can be placed in                 

real world places relevant to the app’s function, allowing users to easily access and use the                

app whenever they are in a location where it is natural to use the app. In this way, “Instant                   

Apps” provides two obvious benefits: reduced cognitive load for the user, and shorter load              

time, both shown to be significant factors in user retention (Semerádová and Weinlich,             

2020).  
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2.3.3 Summary 

 

For app developers, Instant Apps provide a way to improve the user experience by offering 

ways to use their app in a more natural way. Despite the obvious benefits of Instant Apps, 

it is not a solution suitable for all types of applications. Furthermore “instant” 

implementations bring various limitations along with them, something that may not be a 

worthwhile trade-off for some developers or companies. 

 

From the surface Instant Apps have seemingly no drawbacks for end users, as they simply 

add new, more convenient ways to access apps. In reality however, many “instant” app 

releases are limited “preview” versions of their full “non-instant” counterparts. This means 

that in some cases switching to an “instant” version of an app will in fact limit the number 

of features available to the user.  

 

Table 2. Pros and cons of instant app delivery model  
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Pros Cons 

Minimal user interaction required: 
- Users get seamlessly transitioned 

into the app 

New technology: 
- limited developer experience 
- significantly less documentation 

online 

Many possibilities for real-world 
integration through various launch surfaces 

Not well suited to persist user’s contextual 
data across sessions 

 Application size limitations 



 

3 GOOGLE PLAY INSTANT APPS 
 

Google Play Instant Apps (GPIA) is a new approach to application distribution, first             

introduced by Google at the company’s annual developer conference “Google I/O” in            

2016. The technology was later made publicly available in 2017. Enabled by the dynamic              

delivery features offered by Android App Bundles, GPIA lets developers provide users            

with the ability to “instantly” use a portion of their app without requiring a full installation                

on the user’s device. 

 
3.1 Overview 
 
Unlike traditional app delivery which can use both publication formats: APKs and AABs,             

Instant delivery is heavily reliant on the dynamic delivery features enabled through the use              

of Android App Bundles. With dynamic delivery end users are able to install app builds               

optimized specifically for their device, thus downloading only the code and resources            

required for their device configuration. This is achieved by generating APKs “tailored” for             

various configurations, a process that is enabled by the use of AABs. (About Dynamic              

Delivery  |  Android Developers, 2020) 

 

Due to the instantaneous and non-persistent nature of GPIA-based app delivery, certain            

limitations are imposed in order to ensure consistent performance. The official developer            

documentation states two primary limitations: app size and background activity. Both of            

these limitations are directly inherent from the way Instant Apps are designed to operate:              

instant delivery requires smaller download sizes in order to complete in reasonable time             

even on slower connections, and the volatile nature of Instant Apps conflicts with the              

concept of persistent background activity by definition. 

 
3.2 Technical implementation of instant delivery 
 
In order to enable an instant app experience, developers must first make sure that the app                

build is capable of being “instantly” delivered by Google Play. In practice this means              
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configuring the application build in a way that meets the requirements and limitations of              

GPIA-based delivery. This process can be broken down into the following primary steps:             

meeting the required execution conditions, extending project definitions to support instant           

experiences, implementing instant-specific logic and building/creating an instant app         

release. 

 

When developing an Instant App, it is important to note the technical implications of the               

runtime which is used for instant experiences. Instant Apps are executed in a sandboxed              

environment which is more restrictive compared to a regular Android app runtime. Due to              

this, some functions cannot be performed in an “instant” version of the app. Notable              

examples of unavailable or limited functionality are: access to external storage, usage of             

background services and sending of notifications. Additionally, instant experiences impose          

limits on interactions with other apps installed on the user’s device. 

 

After all technical implications are accounted for, developers must configure their project            

correctly in order to be able to produce an instant-enabled app. In practice this is achieved                

through multiple smaller steps, namely: declaring Google Play Instant APIs as a project             

dependency, employing a versioning strategy that is compatible with instant delivery,           

updating the target sandbox version, and declaring the instant-enabled modules. All of            

these configuration steps are straight-forward and clearly documented, with the official           

documentation even providing information on potential issues that developers might          

encounter. (Create an instant-enabled app bundle  |  Android Developers, 2020) 

 
For the purposes of enabling instant experiences, no strict distinction is made between             

creating an Instant App from scratch or converting an existing app’s module(s) into             

instant-enabled ones. While Android Studio may perform some configuration steps          

automatically when creating an instant-enabled app from scratch, ultimately the final           

configuration requirements are the same in both cases. In fact, as shows in the later               

chapters, these configuration steps are a relatively insignificant roadblock compared to           

some other problems that can be faced by a developer. 
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4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
 

In order to perform an empirical study on the details of instant-delivery implementations,             

an existing Android app was converted to an instant app and published alongside the              

existing installable release. The app chosen for this purpose is the “Lappeenrannan Bussit”             

app developed by Visma Consulting (VC) for the city of Lappeenranta. This project was              

suggested for use with this research by VC’s production manager, as its nature aligned well               

with the type of apps that the company was interested in applying instant-delivery             

technologies to in the future. It is freely available for residents of the city, and offers the                 

ability to view local bus traffic information such as routes, timetables and live bus              

positions (see Figure 2 for reference). From a technical point of view, there were several               

reasons for this choice, but most importantly it was the nature of the app’s use cases: for                 

users who only occasionally travel by public transport, it doesn’t make sense to install the               

full app, or they will want to uninstall it immediately after using it for a single trip. This                  

problem, alongside with the application’s relative simplicity and my personal familiarity           

with the codebase, was what made it a great candidate to analyse the possible solutions that                

GPIA could provide for a use case such as this. 
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Figure 2. “Lappeenrannan Bussit” in-app screenshot 

 

Performing an explicit practical implementation of a GPIA-enabled application is crucial           

in achieving a sufficient understanding of the analysed technology, a goal which cannot be              

achieved through simple theoretical analysis of GPIA. 

 
4.1 Implementation details 

 

The current version of the “Lappeenrannan Bussit” app was developed and published as             

part of my work at OCTO3 Oy (which has since then been merged into Visma Consulting                

Oy) during the summer of 2018. The app is implemented using the React Native (RN)               

framework, a tool which allows writing cross-platform apps using ReactJS, instead of            
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developing in the respective native languages for both platforms (Android and iOS). The             

exact inner workings of RN are irrelevant for the purpose of this thesis but an important                

detail should be noted: RN-based apps have most of their code written in JavaScript, and               

this code does not get compiled into the platform’s native language. This means that              

execution of a React Native app requires that a full JavaScript runtime is bundled into the                

app build. While normally this drawback is largely outweighed by the benefits of being              

able to develop cross-platform apps from a single codebase, the inclusion of a separate              

language runtime may cause issues in light of the size limitations imposed on Instant apps. 

 
4.2 Practical implementation results 
 

In practice, as mentioned in a previous chapter, to publish an Instant App a developer must                

build and upload an instant-enabled app bundle to the Play Console (a web service for               

managing Play Store publications). In order to more easily analyse the empirical findings,             

the entire process has been broken down into the following parts: 

 

1. Converting application to use AABs instead of APKs 

2. Configuring GPIA-specific options 

3. Optimizing app size 

4. Publishing app 

 

In theory, the conversion from APKs to AAB is a rather simple process: in some cases it                 

might be as straightforward as selecting a different option at build-time. In practice             

however, developers may encounter some unexpected issues during this process. Because           

enabling App Bundle builds is primarily dependent on the build configuration, it is difficult              

to reliably evaluate the issues that may emerge during the conversion process. Some             

unpredictable issues may especially arise in commercial projects where heavily modified           

build configurations are used to meet specific requirements. 

 

In order to publish an App Bundle to the Play Store, developers must also opt-in to use                 

“Play App Signing”. For existing apps this means uploading their original signing keys and              
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preferably changing the signing configuration to use a different upload key (Use app             

signing by Google Play - Play Console Help, 2020). Without delving too deep into the               

implications of this approach: in essence this means that the responsibility of storing the              

signing keys used for app distribution is transferred from the developer to the Play Store.               

While the technical aspect of this change is very simple, the opt-in process does require a                

Play Console account with a high level of access to accept the Terms of Service of Play                 

Signing. This is something that may introduce slowdowns in larger organisations where a             

person with such access is not immediately available. It should be noted that while app               

signing is an important security feature of the publication process, research has identified a              

variety of vulnerabilities and has furthermore shown the existence of vulnerable           

applications on both Google Play and other similar marketplaces (Wang et al., 2019). 

 

In the case of the local transport app converted for this thesis, things went rather smoothly.                

The project codebase was roughly one year old which meant that it was largely compatible               

with AAB builds and after a few minor build configuration tweaks I was able to produce                

application builds in the AAB format. Likewise, migrating to Play App Signing was a              

straightforward matter: after management swiftly opted into the service, it was simply a             

matter of uploading the app’s old signing keys to the Play Console, and generating new               

signing keys to be used for builds. 

 

For all other build configuration changes required for enabling GPIA I was able to directly               

follow the official documentation the desired goal. Like explained in a previous chapter:             

this involved adding GPIA dependencies, defining a separate versioning scheme for the            

instant builds and declaring instant-enabled app modules. Since the bus application is            

implemented as a single module, that whole module was declared as “instant”, making the              

entirety of the app instant-enabled (as opposed to only allowing instant experiences on             

specific parts of the app). 

 

As a final step before releasing the instant app, developers must ensure that the final               

download size of the application does not exceed the current limitations enforced by the              
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Play Store. It was briefly mentioned previously that this proved rather challenging in our              

case due to the size overhead of React Native, with the issue resolving itself when the size                 

limit was raised to 15 MB mid-development. Regardless, it would be beneficial to             

document the most prevalent steps taken to reduce the download size, the major ones              

being: compression of image assets, code minification and switching to more lightweight            

JS libraries. Switching to an alternative Javascript VM was also attempted, an option that              

offered very significant size improvements but ultimately ended up breaking the app,            

forcing us to revert the change. Overall throughout the size optimization process, we             

managed to scale the download size down from around 14 MB to 10.4 MB, at which point                 

the size limit had been raised to 15 MB, allowing us to publish the app. 

 
Assuming all above prerequisites are met, actually publishing an instant app is a very              

simple process. The produced build artefacts can be uploaded directly through the Play             

Console web interface, and a new application release can be published by simply filling in               

the required details and submitting the release to a release channel of choice. As the               

purpose of this implementation was to learn more about the technical processes as opposed              

to analysing the effect GPIA has on end users, we have (for now) opted to only release the                  

instant-enabled version internally. 

 

As a final step to the practical implementation, the app was published through an internal               

test “track”: meaning that only a select set of employees were able to access the instant                

release and test the functionality. This was used to validate the release process worked, and               

the app could be launched into an instant experience. The separation between the full app               

release and an instant release brings out an important effect of GPIA on development costs:               

at the end of the day, developers are left with two different versions of the app, potentially                 

even having slightly different intended behaviour. In essence, this means that the scope of              

testing required for each significant change is doubled with the introduction of an instant              

release in parallel to the normal one.   
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5 RESULTS 
 

Building on top of the findings presented in Chapter 4, this section formulates logical              

conclusions based on the practical experiences gathered throughout the development          

process. Furthermore, the real-world results are compared to the theoretical setting           

discussed in the previous chapters. The aim is to provide realistic insight into the              

real-world effect of GPIA on mobile application development. 

 

Right away, we can state the obvious facts: implementing GPIA is primarily an issue of               

configuration and following the limitations set by the Play Store - it is not a new skill, nor                  

does it require any additional training. For a software production company this means that              

there is no reason for existing Android developers to be unable to develop instant-enabled              

apps. From a project management point of view, this has obvious implications in the              

context of human resource management (and other areas). 

 

Secondly, based on the practical findings we can say that, for the most part, implementing               

GPIA is as straight-forward as it seems in theory. There are a few clear risks, namely:                

application size and permission limitations, but otherwise the process is practically a            

matter of following step-by-step instructions from the official documentation. However, it           

is important to consider the identified risks before development, as these problems are risks              

that can be identified and mitigated beforehand. For example: it is oftentimes possible to              

tell roughly how large an application will be and what permissions it will require during               

the design phase. And in situations where the application design goes strongly against the              

GPIA limitations, it is perhaps wise to re-consider whether the app concept is suitable as an                

instant experience in the first place. Furthermore, the official documentation also offers            

helpful workarounds and mitigation methods for common issues that developers may face            

when instant-enabling their app. 
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6 SUMMARY 
 

Recent developments in the Google Play ecosystem have provided mobile app developers            

with a new way to distribute their content to end-users, while enabling improved user              

experiences and drastically lowering the entry barrier for new users. Furthermore, in theory             

all these benefits can be achieved with minimal modifications to the software itself, and              

requiring little to no additional developer training. In order to validate these claims, an              

existing application was converted to an instant-enabled app as a way to project the              

theoretical implications onto real-world effects. 

 

From the practical finding two primary conclusions were drawn, mostly reinforcing the            

theoretical claims presented initially. Firstly, it was clearly confirmed that GPIA           

implementations are primarily a mere matter of build configuration and do not require any              

significant architectural changes to the software, ultimately concluding that GPIA is indeed            

fairly easy to integrate into an existing application. Alongside the promising results            

presented above, several potential risks were identified in relation to GPIA           

implementations, namely the technical limitations imposed by the Play Store. These           

limitations can have an especially strong effect on large apps and apps making use of               

specific native functionality. It was also noted that applications relying on external            

cross-platform development frameworks, such as React Native, are at a higher risk of             

hitting the app size limit due to the additional binaries introduced to the build artefacts by                

these frameworks. 

 

Lastly, it is important to discuss the shortcomings of the methods used as part of this work,                 

and how these deficiencies reflect on the credibility of the results. The primary concern              

regarding the presented analysis is the limited scope of the practical implementation.            

Ideally, the effects of GPIA should’ve been analysed separately for different types of apps              

(new vs. existing, native vs. cross-platform) in order to achieve a comprehensive            

understanding of all possible scenarios. Despite this, it is still reasonable to say that the               

presented findings can be generalized and are applicable to other possible scenarios. 
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